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Garden City Conservation Society 
8300 Osgoode Drive, Richmond, British Columbia   V7A 4P1 

www.gardencitylands.ca     gardencitylands.wordpress.com 

2015-09-02 

Dear Agricultural Land Commission: 

Your April 2014 letter to the City of Richmond encouraged “a positive but cautious outlook 

for agricultural use” of the Garden City Lands, Richmond’s central park with ALR status. 

As well, the Key Directives in the City’s planning document of May 2014—notably the Urban 

Agriculture ones—are good ideas that reflect what our society has advocated for years. 

Nevertheless, there is increasing cause for concern. We ask you to look into it soon. 

 

The overall concern includes acute concern re the Northwest Corner, the area of clean clay 

soil along Alderbridge Way east of Garden City Road, as shown above on a satellite image. 

https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/alc-to-richmond_2014-04-17.pdf
http://www.richmond.ca/__shared/assets/2014_Legacy_Landscape_Plan_-_May_201438760.PDF
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Judging from a recent request for proposals for the Garden City Lands, Richmond staff have 
treated your cautious comment about it like near-approval of non-ALR use—and extended 
the presumed near-approval to contra-ALR uses. We will address the Northwest Corner 
now for that reason, and we will also illustrate later points with it. 

The context, the Lands, is a large field of farmland in the City Centre that the City of 

Richmond and two powerful partners fought to exclude from the ALR for years. 

Against all odds, the citizens fought to save it to steward it for ALR values for community 

benefit. They contended that the Lands were not only capable of agriculture and suitable 

but also viable as ALR parkland. Thanks to the Commission, the citizens and the ALR won, 

although some on Richmond staff and council seem to passively resist the ALC decisions.  

The arterial roads framing the Garden City Lands 

measure about eight hundred metres in each 

direction. The Lands are the western end of the 

Lulu Island Bog. The darker areas of the satellite 

image are the wetter areas of the wetland field. 

In 1988, the ALC permitted the Coast Guard to 

“deposit 50,000 m3 of clean excavated soil up to 

a maximum of 1.83 m” in the Northwest Corner.  

It has perceptibly subsided but remains elevated. 

 
Although the Northwest Corner is disturbed, it is in ways that are positive for 

agriculture. The prospects for viable and leading-edge agriculture on the Lands 

depend on use of that area for optimal agricultural purposes. 

Some explanation: 

 Although the City failed to test the soil there, the Sustainable Agriculture faculty of 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) have done a number of soil tests there. 

We gather from them that the soil in parts of the area is mineral rich. That is consistent 

with what Coun. Harold Steves has mentioned on the basis of a test he did years ago.  

 Both Coun. Steves and the KPU faculty members point out that some of the fine clay soil 

could be mixed with nearby organic soil for farming. 

 Unless/until an ALR farm road/dike/trail is built near the perimeter of the Lands, 

enabling it to be the “complete farming unit” the ALC envisioned (in the 2006 decision, 

page 4), the Northwest Corner is the only part of the Lands where crops can reliably 

withstand the extent of flooding experienced in recent years.  

 For water table reasons, the Northwest Corner is the only part suited to orchards.  

 Where it is less mineral-rich, the Northwest Corner is still the part of the Lands most 

suited to farm animals. (For a start, that is because it is solid ground that drains fast.) 

https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/5540p_garden_city_lands_design_services.pdf
https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/alc_2006_gcl-decision.pdf
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Informed Richmond people are aware of what we have described about the Northwest 

Corner, especially since KPU faculty and Coun. Steves educate anyone who asks. Also, 

Richmond’s Parks staff have had a direction to “consider a 48-acre parcel of the Garden 

City Lands” as a location for Kwantlen’s proposed urban/sustainable agriculture centre 

ever since February 5, 2008, when Kwantlen’s Kent Mullinix, PhD, first presented the 

concept to council’s planning committee (minutes here). Since Dr. Mullinix and his 

colleagues have been working with City staff ever since, staff must know about the KPU 

assessment of the agricultural value of the Northwest Corner of the Lands.   

As the Garden City Conservation Society, we reinforce such knowledge whenever we can. 

This spring, for instance, we shared it with mid-level Parks staff who were finally allowed 

to go on our guided eco-tours. The pair of tours we put on for them and some community 

activists helped the participants to increase their experiential knowledge of the Lands. 

There was enthusiasm and goodwill all around. The value of the Northwest Corner was 

highlighted in the second tour, which was from the Garden City Road entrance (visible in 

the satellite image). We have included similar information many times in presentations to 

council and its committees, including a short presentation on May 26 of this year. 

Despite our efforts, a recent City request for proposals 

(RFP 5540P) indicates the use for the Northwest 

Corner as “trails, tree planting, meadow, picnic areas 

and parking.” That’s not agricultural, especially since 

“meadow” is the current label for “community field.” 

When that was found to mean a soccer tournament 

centre, the name became ‘The Commons.” By any of 

its names, it would require extensive parking and 

probably synthetic turf. The stated longer-term intent 

of the proponents has been large sports facilities  —

including a much larger soccer centre, arenas and 

an aquatic centre—as the main use of the Lands. 

We should clarify here that the community field (or meadow, Commons, etc.) was not the 

public choice through consultation. In a 2013 “survey,” the City asked the public to choose 

between three similar concepts for the Lands, but all three featured a community field in 

the Northwest Corner, so there was no choice. Responders were later directed to rate some 

groups of elements, and community fields were grouped with trails and informal play. 

Everyone who wants access to the lands wants trails, and informal play is a pleasant thing 

that kids just do, so people zipping through the survey would like the sound of the group 

that included a vague “community field”—and be tricked. That was typical of the survey’s 

lack of validity, and the survey is typical of the City’s engagement re the Lands since 2007. 

It has been extensive and expensive, but as consultation it is an elaborate pretense. 

The engagement is not designed to gather or act on the best informed opinion. 

  

http://richmond.ca/cityhall/council/agendas/planning/2008/020508_minutes.htm
https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/prc_2015-05-26.pdf
https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/5540p_garden_city_lands_design_services.pdf
https://gardencitylands.wordpress.com/2013/11/20/nov-7/
https://gardencitylands.wordpress.com/2013/11/20/nov-7/
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The April 2013 ALC letter to the City of Richmond stated the Commission’s hope that the 
City “could help to preserve agricultural land in this area while supporting agricultural 
education and community engagement related to agriculture.” The City has dashed that 
hope with a contra-ALR approach to Kwantlen Polytechnic University involvement.  

Please be aware that KPU’s Sustainable Agriculture faculty have been steadfast in their 

vision for research, education and outreach from the intended high-profile farm within 

the complete farming unit of the Garden City Lands. However, they are professional in 

their goals and human in their emotions, and it must be a debilitating setback to find they 

have been pushed off the Northwest Corner and directed to farm a small acreage that 

would be flood-prone at this stage (evident from RFP 5540P, page 8). That would reduce 

the value of KPU’s willingness to share its much-needed expertise and goodwill. Immense 

potential is on the verge of being wasted. That is in conflict with the evident ALC aim to 

foster viable agriculture in the promising ways that are possible in this ALR central park. 

As agricultural scientists with firm endorsement from the university’s administration, the 

Sustainable Agriculture faculty offered to take on the challenge of working with land that 

requires considerable improvement to be productive. They have been clear that they will 

share knowledge with other growers on the Lands and welcome the public to pass between 

fields to observe. Interpretive signs, including seasonal ones, would contribute to everyone’s 

appreciation of agriculture and respect for growers’ rights to the fruits of their labours.  

In essence, that has long been seen as a crucial 

role for a university partner like KPU or UBC — 

going all the way back to Richmond poverty 

response groups’ early-2007 Proposal for a 

Sustainable Food Systems Park on the Lands, 

put together by Arzeena Hamir, MSc, PAg 

with poverty response leaders, building on 

the success of Terra Nova Sharing Farm. The 

City’s approach that is evident in the recent 

RFPs jeopardizes all that. 

The staff member in charge of the City project 

often talks about using a science-based 

approach, even though the hydrology study 

that is finally underway is the only evidence 

of it. Now, in contradiction to the claims, we 

see the intended misuse of the Northwest Corner and disrespect for benefits that agricultural 

scientists have been working to provide to the community and agriculture in Richmond. 

Kwantlen is a uniquely good fit because of its nearby classrooms, its years of Richmond 

involvement that include extensive joint agricultural efforts with the City, and its research 

interest in the farming of marginal farmland. If KPU is elbowed out, its role will not be filled. 

https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/alc-to-richmond_2014-04-17.pdf
https://gardencitylands.wordpress.com/2011/08/15/mullinix-2/
https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/5540p_garden_city_lands_design_services.pdf
https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/sustainable-park-2011-ed.pdf
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Beyond all that, the Lands are an obvious place for the Garden City to celebrate its living 

agricultural legacy and champion B.C.’s ALR legacy, but those legacy opportunities would 

be lost. Once again it comes down to a lack of ALR thinking. The City of Richmond keeps 

seeing the ALR status as something to cope with, not respect. That is implicit in the RFPs.  

For instance, there are no ALR farm roads even though they are basic infrastructure 

that is sure to be needed, since heavy equipment will need to move around. If constructed 

with clean clay, the farm road infrastructure would also serve as dikes that are necessary 

in the same locations to enable control of drainage and flooding. Naturally that infrastructure 

could also serve as arterial trails (at least a perimeter trail and a trail separating sphagnum 

bog restoration from agriculture). In short, the robust ALR farm road infrastructure could 

simultaneously serve three fundamental needs. That approach is a proven success: the 

west dike bordering the Sturgeon Banks integrates the same three functions very well. 

From our ALR perspective, the ALR farm road infrastructure for the Garden City Lands is 

as basic as a foundation for a building or a chassis for a vehicle.  

Like the RFP for Garden City Lands design and construction services, the related one for 

water and ecological management mentions as background that “The Garden City Lands 

are within the Agricultural Land Reserve.” There is no mention of the ALR after that, even 

though the conservation and open-land park uses of the Lands would be ALR uses.  

Since the RFPs and other City documents 

don’t mention it, we should be clear: the 

ecosystem worth restoring is a sphagnum 

bog ecosystem. The sphagnum is truly 

key: the four sphagnum species we have 

identified on the Lands are the keystone 

species in the ecosystem. In other words, 

the good health and survival of that 

ecosystem depends on whether those 

species of sphagnum moss flourish. 

A young Richmond cartoonist who 

illustrated the role of sphagnum as 

keystone species (at right) added 

a caption: “What the bog says to the 

sphagnum every day.” That is right on. 

Sphagnum moss itself and the native 

plants that grow in the bog with it have 

traditionally been used—especially by First Nations people and settlers—for food, health 

care and comfort. That involved little cultivation, but they are part of Richmond’s 

agricultural history and will require expert tending (agriculture) to prosper again.  

In any case, the whole of the Garden City Lands is reasonably thought of as agricultural 

when people engage in ALR thinking. 

https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/5540p_garden_city_lands_design_services.pdf
https://gardencitylands.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/5441p_garden-city_lands_-_water_and_ecological_resource_management_strategy.pdf
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Also with ALR thinking, there are at least two further kinds of ALR use throughout the Lands: 

 Since the farming will be eco-friendly, even agroecological, if KPU is in the lead role, the 

whole of the Lands can also reasonably be thought of as an ecological conservation area.  

 If the City ever realizes the potential for open-land park recreation that takes full 

advantage of the agricultural and conservation features, the whole of the Lands can 

also be reasonably thought of as an open-land park recreation area.  

This means that the entire Garden City Lands, an ALR central park, could simultaneously 

have ALR agricultural uses, ecological conservation uses and open-land park uses.  

Even if the community would merely like the Garden City Lands to be one of the world’s 

great parks, the entire area of the Lands should be 100% agricultural, 100% ecological 

conservation and 100% open-land park recreation. More important, the pervasive ALR 

uses would make the Garden City Lands highly viable for community wellness, a 

transcendent value for all Richmond parkland. 

In its sixth year of owning the Garden City Lands as ALR parkland, the City has made little 

progress. While it is hard for the Commission to help much, perhaps in the ALR aspect you 

could take quick action to help the City to not stumble backward at a cliff’s edge.  

In conclusion: 

On behalf of the Garden City community, we ask you to take timely action for ALR 

values that also further so many other community values. Please: 

1. Reject the non-ALR uses in the Northwest Corner as detrimental to agriculture. 

2. Alternatively, if the City is determined to pursue non-ALR uses, at least require 

an application and include the Garden City Conservation Society in the process. 

3. Urge the City to give exclusive priority to agricultural uses and other ALR uses 

throughout the Garden City Lands. 

4. Invite them to celebrate the ALR. 

Please keep in contact with us about this. 

We will aim to respond promptly. 

Yours truly, 

     
Jim Wright, President, in consultation with Vice President Sharon MacGougan and 
Directors Bruno Vernier, Krishna Sharma, John ter Borg, Michael Wolfe and Kitty Liu 

Garden City Conservation Society, GardenCityLands@shaw.ca, 778-320-1936 

mailto:GardenCityLands@shaw.ca

